
Grade 5
Third semester

Homework

1) Simple Past Tense

2) Family Picture

3) Middle-Ages Vocabulary. For each category, find 8 words
from the middle-ages that are not in the text we read in

class.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First semester

Grade 5

Here are the themes we will go over in the semester :

–         Prepositions

–         Imperative

–         Christmas activities

–         Fashion show (clothes, descriptive writing, plurals,
introduction to present progressive)

http://recit.csdecou.qc.ca/classeweb/jrcote/grade-5/


#1

TV Report

Watch a 30 minutes TV or Internet show in English. Write a
text to explain what happens in the show. Minimum 5 sentences.

Identify  the  show,  tell  me  how  long  it  lasted  and  what
happened in it.

Enjoy!

#2

Mel’s Schedule

Read the text carefully and answer the questions on the other
side. Make sure you understand the vocabulary correctly. Use
an online dictionary to find those new words.

#3

St-Mathieu

Finish Imperative activity sheet.

You  can  use  this  website  to  look  for  examples  and
explanations:  Heads  up  English

St-Yves

What’s for Lunch?

#4

St-Mathieu

What’s for lunch?

St-Yves

Finish Imperative activity sheet.

http://www.headsupenglish.com/index.php/lower-intermediate-students/lower-intermediate-skill-builders/lower-intermediate-grammar/334-imperative-mood


You  can  use  this  website  to  look  for  examples  and
explanations:  Heads  up  English

#5

No homework

#6

Study clothing vocabulary

#7

St-Yves

Clothes – Homework: Find 5 items of clothing for each body
part. Find 5 accessories that can be worn anywhere on the
body.

St-Mathieu

Find your costume for the fashion show. Find 4 clothes (head,
torso,  legs  and  feet),  and  two  accessories  (umbrella,
earrings, glasses, …). Write the color and the name of the
article.

#8

St-Mathieu

Clothes – Homework: Find 5 items of clothing for each body
part. Find 5 accessories that can be worn anywhere on the
body.

St-Yves

Find your costume for the fashion show. Find 4 clothes (head,
torso,  legs  and  feet),  and  two  accessories  (umbrella,
earrings, glasses, …). Write the color and the name of the
article.

It is very important to do this homework, you need it for next

http://www.headsupenglish.com/index.php/lower-intermediate-students/lower-intermediate-skill-builders/lower-intermediate-grammar/334-imperative-mood


class!

Don’t do the bottom part, it’s for next class

#9

Finish the second side of fashion show preparation sheet. Draw
two characters with 6 items of clothing and describe them in a
short text.


